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SUGGESTED B-LINE BUS ROUTE LINKS 
NORTH OF MONA VALE  

Overview 
The B-line, using double-decker buses, is currently proposed to terminate at Mona Vale. The hope 
is the new service will be more reliable, more frequent and cut up-to 20 to 30 minutes off the trip 
from Mona Vale to the city. Click here to read more about the B-Line service.


To date there has been very little discussion on what will happen with public transport links north of 
Mona Vale or how these residents will actually benefit by the new service. 


CABPRA (Clareville and Bilgola Plateau Residents Association), NRA (Newport Residents 
Association) APA (Avalon Preservation Association), and the PBWBA (The Palm Beach and Whale 
Beach Association) feels there is a huge need to address this and other issues. Residents and 
people visiting the Pittwater peninsular need to feel confident that the new B-Line service will 
provide them with a better public transport service. At the moment, from the feedback gathered 
(see Appendix), some people are lacking this confidence.


This document has been put together by CABPRA. In doing so we have spoken to many from the 
community, including community groups NRA, APA and PBWBA. Also we spoke to people at the 
CABPRA General Meeting on 29 June 2016, plus people who live on the bus routes and people 
catching the buses and at bus stops. This has helped us in putting together the best possible 
starting document we can.


The aim is to use this document as a discussion paper with stake-holders (i.e. council, our local 
State MP, the main community groups north of Mona Vale and B-Line).


Issues 
From the information gathered by talking with the community, commuters and potential commuters 
in the Pittwater area (see Appendix) we have come up with some of the main issues with the 
existing B-Line plans:


• Many Pittwater commuters are concerned that they will have to change buses at Mona Vale. 
Commuters want to ensure that the existing L90/L88 and all the express buses still go into the 
city as opposed to terminating at Mona Vale.


• The existing 191/192 bus services to Careel Bay, Clareville and Bilgola Plateau only go once an 
hour and only to Avalon.


• These services also stop at around 7:00pm.


• Many resident are further than 500 metres walking distance of a bus service which meets their 
needs - i.e. one which takes them where they need to go at least every half hour.


• The route at Bilgola Plateau needs to cover a greater area of the plateau in a quicker time. This 
can be done by having it travel on the main roads on the plateau, rather than the narrow twisty 
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roads. The express bus going around Clareville and Bilgola Plateau needs to follow this same 
route (see diagram 1).


• Many of the E buses work well for those going into the city. However people have real problems 
when coming back, e.g. they can’t get on the E bus as it is full, there is not an E bus coming 
back when they need one, there is no L bus from the city which actually covers the E-bus route 
(as in the case of the E89).


• Pittwater and Palm Beach buses coming from the city can fill up with people actually not going 
to Pittwater or Palm Beach. This can often means that the people these buses are meant for 
can’t get on them.


• Payments around changing buses and trains, in the city, and buses to buses at Avalon are often 
confusing: “do I get charged extra for the change of bus”.


• Changing and waiting for buses can add time and discomfort to any trip.


• There needs to be an express bus going around Careel Bay into the city. The E88 could do this. 
There also needs to be a limited (e.g. an L88 which covers the same route).


• Adding extra parking at Mona Vale will do little to solve these issue and, in fact will add to 
congestion and parking issues in the long term and make Mona Vale ugly (look at Gordon as an 
example). 


• Many complain about the buses now stopping at Wynyard. Can the B-Line go to Central? 
Commuters are now charged more to catch another bus, a train or, in the future, a tram (light-rail) 
to get to Central. Ticketing needs to ensure they are NOT charged more.


• We understand that there may not be the need for the high frequency and the larger double 
decker-buses, as proposed with the B-Line, to go north of Mona Vale. However we need to 
ensure that we still have at least the frequency of L90, E90, L88, E88, E89 and E87 services we 
have now. We also need to ensure residents using the 191 and 192 routes get a much better 
service. We believe this can be done simply and costs effectively.


Suggestions to help solve these issues 
Bus Routes and Timetables 
The first, a huge priority for commuters north of Mona Vale, is that we still need buses going 
straight through from Palm Beach and Avalon to the city. We still require at least the same number 
and frequency of buses to and from the city as we have now - this includes all the express buses in 
the peak times too.


Secondly we need to improve the bus services to Clareville, Bilgola Plateau and Careel Bay so they 
are better connected to the city via Avalon and Mona Vale.  


Our combined community groups have come up with a fairly simple, cost-effective solution which 
should suite all stake-holders (i.e. Council, State Government, commuters and travellers to the 
Pittwater Peninsular).


Palm Beach/Avalon to the city 
The L90 and the E90 bus services to and from Palm Beach need to continue the same as they do 
now. With the same number of stops and the same frequency. 
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However there may not be the need for the larger “bendy” articulated buses.


Careel Bay/Avalon to the city 
The L88 also continues similar as it does now except it needs to go around Careel Bay and back 
via Avalon into the city - provide a city link for commuters accessing this beautiful area. It should 
take a route similar to the 192 (however without the need to do the dog-leg into the Avalon Village). 
This service would actually be instead of the 192. This will provide:


• a more frequent service of once every half hour instead of once an hour around Careel Bay


• a link all the way to the city via Avalon, Newport, Mona Vale and so on


• a much better link to feeder bus services from Mona Vale


• a cut to the expense of the 192 bus without cutting the service and in fact improving the services


• the freeing up of valuable space in Avalon Village centre where the 192 bus leaves from


• a bus service which will meet commuters’ needs within 500 metres walking distances of most 
residents


• a huge amount of 
pressure off the 
issue of car 
parking and traffic 
congestion, now 
and into the 
future


• will cater for 
people who can’t 
drive


The E88 also needs 
to link up and 
continue around 
Careel Bay 
providing an 
express bus in peak 
times for these 
commuters.


Clareville 
Bilgola 
Plateau/
Avalon to 
the city 
The L85 currently 
stopping at Narabeen (please see timetable) will obviously continue up to Mona Vale with the new 
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B-Line service. In fact with the improvements and all the money spent, Transport NSW is probably 
also considering to continue it further north than Mona Vale. We ask that it does go further north, 
becomes an L89 bus and goes around Clareville and Bilgola Plateau, following a route which 
combines the best of the E89 and 191 (see diagram 1).


Also the express buses, the E89, should continue as they do now but follow the same route as the 
new proposed L89. These bus services and new route (the E89 and L89) would actually be instead 
of the 191 bus route. This will provide: 


• a more frequent service of once every half hour instead of once an hour around Clareville, Bilgola 
Plateau area


• a link all the way to the city via Avalon, Newport, Mona Vale and so on
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• a better bus route on the main streets in Bilgola Plateau, avoiding the narrower streets


• a bus route which will meet commuters’ needs within 500 metres walking distances of most 
residents


• a faster bus route


• the same bus route for the E89 and the new L89


• freeing up the space of the old E89 and 191 bus stops to be used for better things


• a much better link to feeder bus services from Mona Vale


• a cut in the expense of the 191 bus without cutting the service and in fact improving the services


• greater revenue in the future as more people use these better bus services and routes


• the freeing up of valuable space in Avalon Village centre where the 191 bus leaves from


• a huge amount of pressure off the issue of car parking and traffic congestion, now and into the 
future


• will cater for people who can’t drive


All Pittwater Buses going through Avalon 
Stops into and out of the city need to be limited for all Pittwater buses going through Avalon (same 
as the L90). Express buses need to be drop off only after Collaroy (i.e. no pick-ups from Dee Why 
to Neutral Bay stops) going into the city and pick-ups only until after Dee Why coming from the 
city.


B-Line Terminus and Parking (Bike & Car) 
Mona Vale is the best place for the B-Line terminus. It has the bus depot. This could also be used 
as the actual B-Line terminus (like what is happening in Dee Why). It could provide commuter 
parking - both for cars and push-bikes. It could also provide shelter for passengers.


Plus it could save time and provide better comfort for bus drivers when changing drivers (currently 
they either walk or drive a bus to Barrenjoey Road and change drivers there).


If the bus depot doesn’t prove to be the right spot for a terminus, Mona Vale is still the most 
sensible spot for the B-Line to terminate:


• Mona Vale has links to Church Point, Macquarie Uni, and other points via Mona Vale Road, etc.


• The bus depot is already in Mona Vale.


• Setting up the B-Line at Newport will be costly for the State Government with very few benefits 
for commuters.


Secure bike cages need to be provided at each of the B-Line car-parks and also at Avalon and 
Newport Village centres and Newport near The Newport.
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Fair Fares 
Please ensure that commuters who have to change buses do not get charged extra for this 
inconvenience. Also if the B-Line only goes as far as Wynyard commuters should not be charged 
more for getting on a train, another bus or, in the future, a tram to get them further. 


Possible use of small community buses and other bus services 
Areas such as Whale Beach and the west part of Newport currently don’t have bus services. Trials 
for community buses in these area, maybe in the peak holiday seasons, are a suggestion which the 
new Northern Beaches may like to consider in discussion with the community.


Rob Stokes has mentioned that there may be a new Palm Beach to Manly bus service. CABPRA 
has not discussed this with the community and Transport NSW will obviously need to do this 
before putting in such a service.


Comfort issues 
When you are traveling on a bus for an hour or so comfort and safety becomes an issue. Just 
some suggestions: 


• more leg space between each seat on buses, 


• seatbelts on buses, 


• Wi-Fi on buses and at bus stops


• more and larger bus shelters which protect from the cold, wind and rain


Summary 
Advantages of our suggestions 
• Will provide a much better bus service for many (thousands) of commuters with very little 

additional costs and alterations to existing timetables and bus routes.


• Will decrease the need for residents to drive their cars to Mona Vale, Avalon or Newport, they 
can just jump on a bus close to home.


• This in-turn will decrease the need for ugly, expensive car parking now and into the future. 


• This will save our green spaces now and in to the future.


• Will provide greater revenue in the future as more people use these better bus services and 
routes around Careel Bay, Bilgola Plateau and Clareville.


• Will provide one more bus an hour up to Avalon via the extension of the L85 into the L89


• Provides a public transport service for non-drivers - the existing public transport to the Pittwater 
Peninsular, does not.
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• It will allow non-drivers, teenagers and the like, to better be able to travel by public transport 
without being reliant on someone to drive them.


• Our census for the area shows that we lack people in the age group of 15 to 40, our poor public 
transport and reliance on cars has to be a major factor. Providing these small changes will mean 
that families with teenager and 20 year olds will not have to leave the area as they do now.


• Will provide bus routes which will meet commuters’ needs within 500 metres walking distances 
of nearly every residents - a great achievement.


• It will decrease car congestion on our roads.


• It will cut down on travel time.


• Possible use of normal buses instead of articulated buses will save on fuel, be safer and better 
for the environment.


• Will provide a much better, more frequent bus service for those living at Careel Bay, Clareville 
and Bilgola Plateau - once every half hour instead of once an hour, extended times in the 
evening and mornings and direct links into the city. It will do this by only extending the L85 to the 
Clareville route and changing it to the L89 and extending the L88 so it goes around Careel Bay. 


• Reduces the need for the two existing bus stops for the 191 and 192 in Avalon. Using this 
valuable space for better things.


Community expertise 
In preparing this report we have spoken with many members of our community, people who use 
the services and also live on the bus routes. We have also spoken with people who would like to 
use the bus services more but find that many of the existing routes currently don’t meet their 
needs.


The main concern is we get a better public transport service out of the new B-Line, not a worse 
one. 


CABPRA, APA, NRA and PBWBA have sat down and discussed this report. We all agree that this is 
what is needed for our community areas. We would now like to discuss this further with B-Line, 
Pittwater MP Rob Stokes, and Northern Beaches Council.  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Appendix - Feedback from the community 
About existing 191 and 192 bus routes: 
“Once an hour is just not good enough for a bus service” 

“I quite often struggle to leave work in the City at 4.30pm making a run for a bus which will try and 
get me to a connecting 192 bus which is in fact the last bus at 6pm in front of Baker’s Delight in 
Avalon. Despite my 1 ½ hour journey time, I rarely ever make that 6pm connecting bus, and when 
this happens, its either a 3km walk home with a heavy briefcase, or a phone call for my husband to 
pick me up.” 

“We need more frequent buses on the 192 and 191 so it is a good link to city buses.” 

“Buses coming from the city never link up to the 191, meaning I can wait an hour at Avalon.” 

“Buses (191 and 192) stop at 7:00pm - it takes so long to come home from the city on the L90 that 
this is not good enough. It means we have to use our cars. I don’t know how people without cars 
cope - I guess they just move away from the area.” 

“I have a bus stop outside my house, yet I never catch the 192 because it is so infrequent. Instead I 
drive my car and park in Avalon - taking up a well needed car space, either at the shops or the 
beach. If I had a better service I would catch the bus outside my home.” 

“When I come home from the city, I look at my watch to try and figure out if I have to get off the 
(L90) bus at the Kamikaze Corner roundabout or go all the way into Avalon. If I just miss the bus 
(191) or time it wrong I’m stranded.” 

“We had neighbours who had to move when their son started to go to uni as the public transport is 
not aimed at someone who doesn’t drive.” 

“The service is so bad it is quicker to walk. Yet most who use it, who have no other alternatives e,g. 
the elderly and the young, must feel totally isolated and discriminated against.” 

“I hate it when I have already travelled 1 and 1/2 hours and the bus (L90) then turns off the route to 
go to the Newport Arms adding as much as 20 minutes to my trip home. AND then no one gets off 
or on at that diversion!” 

“I am convinced that people don’t use the service because it is so poor – infrequent and not well-
connected to the main bus service. They use their cars when they should not have to. This situation 
is exactly the reason why people in my area are so car dependant.” 

“My independent Mum lives in Woollahra it takes her over 2 and half hours to get to my place by 
public transport.” 

“The route is so twisty and the roads so narrow, sometimes the buses get stuck. I had been on the 
bus a couple of times when this happens. Especially around Argle St and York Terrace.” 

“I was called up for jury duty. There was NO way I could get there by 9:00am for certain every day. I 
don’t drive. I was told just find someone who can drive you into Avalon. You MUST be joking - is 
this how to run a public service!” 

“If you change the 191 and 192 routes so they go to Mona Vale or the city instead of Avalon you will 
have much better service. This will stop us using our cars all the time.” 
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“Quite often you get charged different prices - I will get charged more for going home to my house 
in Hudson Pde than I do going into Avalon because this (the trip to Avalon) is a shorter trip. Cost 
always seem to be different and I’m always wondering, even now with the Opal Card, do I get 
charged extra for the change of bus. And why should I be charged more for such a poor service.” 

“What is really frustrating is quite often the L88 terminates in Avalon and then just heads off to 
Mona Vale empty. If it could continue on either around the 191 or 192 route you can utilise this 
driver and bus and cut down the need for the other buses and drivers. PLUS it would provide a 
better service - win/win.” 

“I use my car all the time as the buses to Avalon and up to Clareville are dreadful.”  

About the L90, L88, E88 and E89 services: 
“We need the E90, E88 and E89 to continue at peak times. Except the E88 should continue around 
Careel Bay.” 

“Coming home from the city the bus (the E89) gets full of people only going to Dee Why. They take 
the seats. I now have to stand for almost an hour on what sometimes can be a two hour journey. 
And sometimes I even can’t get on.” 

“The E89 around Clareville into the city can be quite full. It is well used, showing that this route 
works. Well it works going into the city anyway. However coming out it becomes full of people who 
don’t actually want to go to Clareville - this bus needs to be prioritised for Clareville people.” 

“Some buses, like the E90, E88 and E89, should be express from Mona Vale only dropping off on 
the way into the city and only picking up on the way out of the city.” 

“The Express bus into the city from Clareville is great. However how do I get home? There are only 
four buses in the afternoon. You have to ensure you come home when those buses go and then 
sometimes you can’t get on them.” 

“I hate all the drunks on the buses on Friday and Saturday nights. Quite often you don’t feel safe. I 
have even have to call the police.” 

“Make sure the B-Line goes all the way to Central. It is a mess now when we get off at Wynyard. 
Also we get charged extra to catch a train.” 

“I know the L90 bendy bus is iconic but it is rarely full past Mona Vale. It is dangerous on our roads 
for pedestrians, cyclists and cars. It is noisy, environmentally unfriendly and takes up lots of parking 
space. It would be far better to use normal size buses past (north of) Mona Vale.” 

“The E88 should follow the 192 route around Careel Bay.” 

Thoughts on the new B-Line service: 
“With all the money being spent on the B-Line we need to ensure we have a better service not a 
worse one. We need to make sure the L90 and the L88 (and the E90 and E88) still go into and out 
of the city (instead of the rumours that these commuters will have to change at Mona Vale).” 

“The L90 still needs to go into the city. So too the express buses. In peak time people should have 
the most comfortable, quickest and easiest service possible.” 
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“How is this B-Line service different from the L90? 
Except it doesn’t go to Palm Beach - sounds like 
we will be worse off, not better.” 

“If you look at the plan in detail it is all about 
adding 900 car parking slots. It is not so much 
about improving a public transport service.” 

“This system will make Mona Vale into a Gordon.” 

“There is little discussion about bike infrastructure. 
It would be great to have secure bike storage at 
Avalon, Newport and Mona Vale for example.” 

“The whole planning of the B-Line seems to be 
around cars, which is ridiculous. How do the main 
users, non-car drivers use it? How do I get 
advantage from the B-Line?” 

“We are sick of our public spaces being turned into 
car parks. It is criminal that the new B-Line will cause the loss of so many public spaces along its 
route - and for what cars. The stupidity of this makes me angry” 

“I think the new B-Line buses should have seatbelt and lights for reading at night.” 

“Can we have Wi-Fi on the new buses?” 

“On (the B-Line) webpage it mentions 480 new weekly services to be 
added in 2016. Where are the new services so badly needed by 
Pittwater commuters?” 

“Shelters need to protect us from the cold and rain. And larger 
enough to protect all.” 

“Please ensure there is enough room between the seats to fit your 
legs.” 

“We have been a blue-ribbon seat for so long but our public 
transport system is anything but blue-ribbon. The B-Line is no 
exception - a bus service planned around cars.” 

“The buses will finish at Wynyard. How do I get to Uni? It is a 
nightmare now.” 

“We are sick of our public green spaces becoming parking lots.” 
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